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Lakenvlei 24/11/2018 35 1200 30 1200 2 8 Size 8 Black Wooly Worm on 

floating line Size 6 weedles 

black zulu worked well again 

on sinking line

crystal medium Had an amazing time. Lots of surface activity in the evening. Caught several trout in the dark. There 

seem to many trout now so was pleased to have missed the lean days.

Lakenvlei 18/11/2018 46 1300 45 1200 1 3 wooly buggers fished deep clear low
Lakenvlei 16/11/2018 40 1400 1 2 simpson, parsons glory clear high Good condition factor and strong fighters
Lakenvlei 14/11/2018 0 0 1 0 0 crystal medium No takes in 6 hours fishing except for 1 small bass
Lakenvlei 20/10/2018 45 40 6 3 Black Willie bugger with blue 

shiny bits “blou policie man”

reasonable medium 3 rainbows caught between my son and I in the morning. Also caught 2 large mouth bass in the 

afternoon. Sunday was blown out.

Lakenvlei 19/10/2018 37 0 33 0 5 30 Wooly Bugger with copper 

bead and anytining with blue 

in.

reasonable low Caught a 25cm large mouth bass. Very, very windy weekend, from Friday to Sunday. Always a joy 

to be at Laakies!

Lakenvlei 11/10/2018 26 1 1 black bead head clear medium Bass only
Lakenvlei 28/09/2018 0 0 0 0 1 1 none water was good for polar 

bears on Saturday.

crystal medium Arrived at 6.15 pm , was very cold. Saturday cold and very wind settled at about 6pm. Was shore 

fishing not very nice. Sunday was perfect , no wind ., with fish rising in deep water in the middle of 

the dam directly opposite the cabin. now motivated to acquire a flotation device. once again fished 

from shore along the cabin side deep water no fish. at about 10 am some noisy people arrived with 

canoes and paddled across the dam and generally spoilt the tranquility. Cabin was nice was an 

enjoyable experience and will do agin but with a flotation device to get to the fish. Cabin nice and 

tidy on arrival and departure for next rods. Pic sent to LOUIS. thanks to Philip Luff and Louis for 

there assistance in finding the right gate.

Lakenvlei 23/09/2018 1 1 Black WB with blue flash crystal low Lost first fish right at boat. Very energetic, jumped 5 times! Guessing ~1kg Second fish broke me off 

soon after take. Either larger than first or took the fly at speed.
Lakenvlei 16/09/2018 51 44 2 3 Olive and Black Woolly 

buggers worked this day. Not 

as much action but focused at 

the pinch point and deep.

clear low Was tougher fishing and the fish were taking flies close to the surface.

Lakenvlei 09/09/2018 45 750 45 750 1 1 Olive bugger crystal low

Lakenvlei 09/09/2018 45 750 45 750 1 1 Olive bugger crystal low
Lakenvlei 19/08/2018 0 0 0 0 1 0 none crystal low
Lakenvlei 09/08/2018 55 2 2 Green dragonfly clear low Very cold; fishing slow. Big powerful fish Magic place
Lakenvlei 29/07/2018 1100 900 1 3 very small white death, and 

olive woolly bugger size 12 

and 14

crystal medium fish where very selective, but wonderful day out great weather

Lakenvlei 28/07/2018 6 0 None crystal low
Lakenvlei 27/07/2018 50 45 1 6 Black streamers crystal low
Lakenvlei 21/07/2018 0 0 0 0 16 9 bright colours as attracter and 

wooly bugger black

crystal medium Accessibilità to the water for wheelchair users not great, but allot of potential and easy to make it 

more accessible. otherwise what a great time I had. 1st trip of many. the 0 fish is my total not the 

groups.
Lakenvlei 14/07/2018 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 crystal low The water temp was cool. To prove this I dived off the sharp end of my canoe and swam towards 

the shore. I gave Craig a shout as I thought it might make a good photo.Running Nose ( My Canoe) 

remained on course for the shore in the wind with the drogue still deployed. Whilst I got my cold 

water breathing technique synchronized into the rhythm method (Which we all know does not 

work) I could hear Craig telling me to Bugger off as he had a fish on and he couldnt even see me 

anyway. The clarity of the water was amazing and could see the bottom so clearly.I seemed to get 

to the shore much quicker than I though I would and on turning round was glad to see Craig taking 

up Running Nose and making his way toward me claiming salvage rights etc. My "Wet suit " of six 

layers of clothing (Not Neoprene) was doing a fine job of keeping me warm in the water but now 

was weighing very heavily on me in the wind. Craig appeared with Running Nose and all my stuff, 

none of which was lost to the deep. I am grateful to Craig for being there and Stephen (?) who even 

had Hot coffee should I have needed it from his pontoon boat. Like I said the water temp was 

cool.Like Clifton on a summers day. Only without that warm sun. Even the wives did not notice till Lakenvlei 10/07/2018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 clear low
Lakenvlei 07/07/2018 38 900 2 1 Black wooly bugger crystal low
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Lakenvlei 07/07/2018 0 0 0 0 1 0 Used Orange Booby, Peacock 

Black Booby, Red leach and 

Pandora woolly bugger,

crystal medium I fished for 3,5 hours and did not get a bite. I fished the bay on the right of the cabin the whole 

time.

Lakenvlei 04/07/2018 60 1200 50 1000 3 22 Orange Booby Ginger-beer 

Booby Goldie Locks Black 

Woolie Bugger

clear low

Lakenvlei 23/06/2018 0 0 0 0 4 1 black clear medium
Lakenvlei 20/06/2018 38 0 38 0 1 1 brown wooly bugger sinking 

line fast retrieve from float 

tube

crystal low First time at lakenvlei.. absolutely magical place. the water is insane and there are clearly pleamty 

fish. loved my day there. looking forward to staying in the hut.

Lakenvlei 13/06/2018 3 0 Orange blob crystal low Got spat out by a rainbow on an orange blob and a rainbow broke my line again with the orange 

blob.
Lakenvlei 01/06/2018 35 120 35 120 2 1 NA clear low
Lakenvlei 20/05/2018 40 40 5 3 Bead head woolly bugger clear low One caught directly in front of log cabin, other art dam wall
Lakenvlei 20/05/2018 45 1500 25 400 5 4 Black wooly bugger in the 

morning and anything red in 

the evening. I caught a brown 

on an olive wooly bugger

crystal low Beautiful, still as a mill pond

Lakenvlei 20/05/2018 60 0 45 0 3 8 Pink wooly buggers clear low Very tough fishing in bad weather but ma managed a few healthy strong fighting fish
Lakenvlei 19/05/2018 42 0 35 0 1 18 Black "Speed cop"/Wooly 

Bugger with Blue ice dubbing/ 

Orange Bob

clear low Fast twitching retrieves! Top right hand side of Larkies was on fire near wall

Lakenvlei 18/05/2018 2000 2 25 Black wooly bugger, orange 

damsels, gold fish pattens

clear low

Lakenvlei 09/05/2018 45 0 41 0 1 2 Brown and red palmer clear low
Lakenvlei 04/05/2018 40 1000 40 1000 1.5 1 Wooly Bugger crystal low Lost quite a few fish due to lessons learning how to fight fish with my son.
Lakenvlei 28/04/2018 1 0 Orange wooly bugger clear low
Lakenvlei 28/04/2018 37 1500 35 1200 2 6 Woolly bugger orange clear low Beautiful day hope we get plenty rain fish in good shape
Lakenvlei 21/04/2018 4 20 pink WB, black WB, White WB, 

olive damselfly, soft hackle

crystal low fishing was tough on saturday morning but improved in the afternoon. Sunday also slow, fish taking 

very deep on a super slow retrieve

Lakenvlei 24/02/2018 15 100 15 100 2 4 Walkers green nymph 

Damselfly, red eye Large Red 

Setter

clear low Water extremely low. No trout seen or hooked at all - only bass. Small bass found on all shorelines 

from top inlet around to cliffs adj bailiff's house.

Lakenvlei 04/01/2018 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 crystal low Went through 17 different patters - at one stage saw fish feeding just below surface but could not 

catch them.
Lakenvlei 11/12/2017 0 0 0 0 2 0 o clear medium Blown off the water. terrible wind.
Lakenvlei 09/12/2017 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 crystal low Hi oom Louis, I had gale force winds and 2 kids to contend with so didn't get a line in the water 

unfortunately. The hut was clean and looking great on both occasions. Just a heads up that one of 

the legs for the gas cooker has been broken off and replaced with a rock. This was not the case two 

weeks ago so it has happened somewhere between these two trips. Just letting you know in case 

no one has notified you of this.
Lakenvlei 05/12/2017 45 1.9 40 1.6 1 8 Nymphs clear low 4 rainbows 1 brown beauty 3 bass Very hard fishing....too windy and extremely hot
Lakenvlei 02/12/2017 60 2000 45 1000 6 15 Goldilocks and small wet flies crystal high Fish is deep, all between 4 and 6meters. VERY STRONG, and fat, Fish in really good condition

Lakenvlei 02/12/2017 40 1 40 1 1 1 goldilocks crystal medium Again, one fish and one miss. Very dismal.
Lakenvlei 18/11/2017 25 400 20 350 1 5 black woolly bugger squirmy 

worm olive leech

clear medium + 2 bass

Lakenvlei 28/10/2017 48 35 1 7 Red eye damsel, brown wooly 

bugger, black and red wooly 

bugger

clear medium 5 rainbows caught and two bass

Lakenvlei 21/10/2017 55 1100 40 700 5 20 Black woolly Bugger crystal low Water levels not bad.given the climate crisis. We were shocked by the number of Bass we caught 

since last time and did our part to.save the trout! Otherwise, conditions were amazing and the hut 

is in great condition.
Lakenvlei 09/09/2017 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 clear medium Very windy day on Dam
Lakenvlei 07/09/2017 0 0 0 0 1 0 None clear medium Very rough with cold front coming in. Had to get off the water after a few hours.
Lakenvlei 19/08/2017 0 0 0 0 2 0 NA crystal low very windy
Lakenvlei 19/08/2017 45 0 40 0 7 20 flashy buggers, low & slow crystal low Submitted for all fish caught Fri/Sat/Sun. Thanks
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Lakenvlei 19/08/2017 35 550 35 550 1 1 Brown dragonfly nymph clear medium Fished approximately 4hrs total over the 19th/20th. Water is very clear - verging on crystal. Wind 

was moderate. No surface action evident. Only had 1 strike. Fish was in good condition.

Lakenvlei 19/08/2017 40 600 45 500 4 2 zak nymph, wooly worm clear medium fish taken deep - no positive strike
Lakenvlei 11/08/2017 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 crystal medium
Lakenvlei 09/08/2017 40 800 35 700 3 2 Woolly bugger, royal 

coachman

crystal medium Incredibly hard fishing - 2 takes between 3 anglers in 2 full days of fishing. Fished all around the 

dam, various depths and all sorts of patterns and colours. Cold front came in on Thursday morning, 

which may have played a part.
Lakenvlei 29/07/2017 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 crystal medium did not see a fish. blanketyblank
Lakenvlei 19/07/2017 45 1000 42 800 1 6 olive leech crystal medium
Lakenvlei 16/07/2017 20 0 25 0 2 2 goldielocks variant clear medium Bass (above). In addition, 1 trout (estimated approx. 37 cm) not landed in boat and not included in 

measurements. See Korrie's report for his catch
Lakenvlei 04/07/2017 46 1200 36 600 2 11 bicolour brown zonker crystal low
Lakenvlei 03/07/2017 40 800 35 500 4 7 1 on dry (largest) rest 

(stockies) on beaded dark 

wooly bugger type flies black 

green and orange fished quite 

fast. Also caught 6 bass all 15-

18 cm fish (retained)

clear low Almost perfect weather conditions with very little wind. Used an ARK inflatable with drogue and 

fished from pump house on drift towards dam wall. Very cold at night with sharp frost. A few rises 

in evening just as sun set. A beautiful day and some reward but fish very difficult and very few and 

far between

Lakenvlei 02/07/2017 40 1200 35 600 1 5 Red-eyed Damsel Filo-dragon 

Bleeding Zonka Olive wooley 

Bugger

crystal medium A good, but cold, day on the Lake! Will be back

Lakenvlei 30/06/2017 34 2 1 Black woolly with green 

flashback

crystal low

Lakenvlei 13/06/2017 39 1500 26 600 2 8 boobies, nymphs and blobs 

orange and yellow where 

dominant colours

crystal high incredible fishing in such beautiful surroundings, thank you for doing such a good job in creating 

such an amazing fly-fishing venue

Lakenvlei 03/06/2017 1 0 Olive / black zonkers as well as 

olive damsel fly nymphs.

reasonable medium Very windy conditions which made focussing on actual fishing difficult. I took along my new Deeper 

Pro Plus portable sonar fish finder to profile the dam. This unit, with its built in GPS and Wifi 

connection performed excellently and allowed me to build up a profile of the dam but future trips 

will be required to cover the expanse of the water. What became clear was that, in the deepest 

section (20m depth) between the hut and the opposite bank where I spent most of my time, fish 

were predominantly lying beneath the thermocline at depths of between 7 and 12 metres. With 

my intermediate line sink rate of 3ips, the delay in getting my fly down to those depths really did 

not allow for accurate targeting, although I did manage to get two takes. Many fish were observed 

between the pump house and the far bank (where other anglers managed to land a few fish but 

unfortunately which I only traversed when the wind was really pumping) as well as a few in the 

small bays on the same side of the hut but closer to the house just before the dam wall.

Lakenvlei 28/05/2017 45 35 3 15 olive and black woolly bugger crystal medium

Lakenvlei 28/05/2017 35 3 1 Deep, fish caught on 

intermediate line with olive 

and green wooley bugger 

patterns! I would say most fish 

were sitting at about 10m

clear low

Lakenvlei 27/05/2017 32 250 2 1 Streamer reasonable medium Fished for about 2 hours; 1 byte only. The conditions appeared quite well, but no fish moving or 

rising.
Lakenvlei 20/05/2017 0 0 0 0 2 0 none crystal medium mice in hut no broom
Lakenvlei 14/05/2017 2 0 none crystal medium
Lakenvlei 06/05/2017 25 350 25 350 6 7 Olive red eye damsel clear medium Tough going
Lakenvlei 23/04/2017 37 450 35 400 4 4 black woolly buggers clear low very difficult fishing. no fish seen on surface. each angler only had one take all day
Lakenvlei 14/04/2017 2 0 NONE clear medium
Lakenvlei 07/04/2017 2 0 NONE .... !! reasonable medium Fished in the morning only, no fish caught.
Lakenvlei 24/03/2017 0 0 0 0 5 2 Nothing Worked crystal high Fishing was tough, strong winds. Very few rises during golden hours. Fished deep, fished shallow, 

off lend and tubes. NOTHING. Saw one trout! Next time. 2 Smallies caught.
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Lakenvlei 03/01/2017 35 0 30 0 2 5 black woolly bugger, white 

eye green nymph

crystal medium extremely windy with big wavesno sign of any trout, only bass caught. trespassing - Both gates 

were open when we got there around 8.30 and we were the first people to arrive so obviously the 

gate was left open from the previous day. During the day a group of picnickers arrived to swim and 

claimed that they had been directed to Lakies by people at Klondyke Cherry Farm.

Lakenvlei 06/11/2016 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 crystal high
Lakenvlei 02/11/2016 25 750 25 750 1 6 black gnat dry fly funny brown 

thing...dry fly

crystal high 1 bass about 1kg caught in first inlet to the left of hut. bfore pump station....trout caught at bottom 

where river enters...small bass also caught there.
Lakenvlei 30/10/2016 45 750 45 750 3 5 Olive nymph Black woolly 

buggers

crystal high Someone who had a key to the hut stole 2 cameras out of our fly jackets and relocked the hut on 

the way out. It was done overnight was we left the water at 6:30 and everyone else had left. When 

we returned on Sunday morning everything was locked and as we had left it with the exception of 

the missing cameras that had been it two fly jackets. what was disturbing was the fact that the hut 

was locked and it really looked like no one had been in there.

Lakenvlei 30/09/2016 40 1000 30 700 1 16 Yellow Montana Nymph, Olive 

and yellow Woollys,

crystal high Good condition on Friday, windy on Saturday and Sunday. Fishing was slow going (ie spent many 

hours on the water) Not sure of lengths as not measured. As always a great weekend away.

Lakenvlei 18/09/2016 42 750 42 750 1 1 EGG SUCKING LEECH clear high VERY DIFFICULT TO FISH ON FOOT. OVERGROWN AROUND THE MARGINS
Lakenvlei 18/09/2016 40 100 40 100 1 2 red streamer reasonable high
Lakenvlei 07/09/2016 46 1150 30 550 2 16 Black Wooly Bugger without 

flash and San Juan Worm

clear high

Lakenvlei 02/09/2016 42 1000 32 350 1 4 olive wooly buggers clear high ... i also caught 3 small mouth bass, what to do we with these? hut in good condition. wind barrier 

on stoep needing attention. no tools for me to assist in fixing, will take next time. thanks for the 

facilities.
Lakenvlei 28/08/2016 35 0 35 0 1 8 blobs crystal high
Lakenvlei 21/08/2016 0 0 0 0 6 0 Nothing seamed to worked 

that morning, the wind was 

blowing and it was sormy.

murky high

Lakenvlei 12/08/2016 45 1 1 1 1 1 Olive woolly bugger reasonable medium It is an absolutely stunning venue. I really enjoyed it and appreciate the work you do to maintain it

Lakenvlei 30/07/2016 41 800 41 800 4 1 Big wooly bugger with orange 

chenille towards the tail

reasonable high We had car trouble leaving sou didn't fish until 9:30. Fish were on the bottom and fishing was slow.

Lakenvlei 21/07/2016 37 0 37 0 2 1 black wooly bugger clear medium rain rain and more rain
Lakenvlei 17/07/2016 50 500 45 300 1 3 Olive booby crystal medium Difficult fishing. Got my fish on the bottom. Tried many other patterns: egg sucking leach, red-eyed 

damsel, black woolly bugger, goldilocks, halfback, pancora wooly bugger - to no avail. missed three 

more fish on the strike.
Lakenvlei 16/07/2016 30 800 30 800 2 4 Mrs Simpsons Black Wooly 

bugger

clear low

Lakenvlei 10/07/2016 35 0 35 0 1 1 Olive Zonker reasonable high Fish had no fight.
Lakenvlei 10/07/2016 30 700 30 700 1 1 Caught on red eyed damsel crystal medium
Lakenvlei 09/07/2016 30 300 25 250 3 9 black zonker and wb reasonable high
Lakenvlei 08/07/2016 40 850 35 700 4 8 Walkers Killer, Olive damsel 

nymph

clear low Not easy fishing for the most part. Great weather, fantastic weekend away.

Lakenvlei 07/07/2016 30 1000 30 1000 2 1 Red-eye olive damsel crystal medium Rainbow hen fish -released
Lakenvlei 25/06/2016 45 0 25 0 3 2 black woolly bugger; black 

woolly bugger with orange 

tail.

clear medium Very slow fishing, possibly due to approaching cold front.

Lakenvlei 11/06/2016 35 600 30 500 1 8 Black woolly bugger Small 

papa roach Egg sucking leech

reasonable medium

Lakenvlei 08/06/2016 0 0 0 0 0 0 did not fish reasonable low did not fish
Lakenvlei 01/06/2016 40 750 40 40 2 1 Dragon fly imitation crystal medium
Lakenvlei 22/05/2016 35 750 30 500 4 19 Goldilocks. Muddler minnow. 

Zaks. Orange Wooley bugger. 

Mrs Simpsons.

clear low Fishing was quite slow. Fish taking minnows on a fast even retrieve.

Lakenvlei 01/05/2016 36 1460 28 650 2 3 Green Woolly Bugger clear medium Great weather water cold , fish was deep .
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Lakenvlei 26/04/2016 50 600 35 350 1 11 Sight fishing with olive wooly 

bugger, cast a meter ahead let 

sink small quick strip then 

sink.

clear low Very long fish but underweight.

Lakenvlei 24/04/2016 50 1100 36 400 4 50 olive and black woolly 

buggers, dragon fly nymphs, 

red setter

reasonable medium fishing was difficult. found fish in very shallow water at inlets. All fish very thin (esp the rainbows), 

suggesting food or temperature stress. Some bass caught, which is a worrying sign.

Lakenvlei 10/04/2016 40 800 15 350 1 2 Ms Simpsons clear medium none
Lakenvlei 08/04/2016 45 1000 35 600 5 60 Dry flies Yellow body nymphs clear medium Fished the Fri afternoon, Sat, and Sun morning. Weather warm and very little wind. Surface water 

temp 19 deg. Caught approx 50% of fish on dry flies. Only one brown trout caught. Only 2 small 

bass caught and only a few of the recently stocked trout seen. All fish caught were very lean, look 

like river fish. Hut has been very well refurbished and is in good condition.

Lakenvlei 19/03/2016 40 0 0 0 2 4 unknown clear high Great day out
Lakenvlei 05/03/2016 38 800 35 700 1 2 Black Wooly Bugger clear medium
Lakenvlei 04/03/2016 0 0 0 0 1 0 n/a crystal medium Water wasn't too cold either.
Lakenvlei 19/02/2016 20 0 18 0 2 6 0 crystal medium Just small bass. Hut much appreciated (rain!). My wife scrubbed away the muck on floor and wall 

where (I think) the cooker used to be.
Lakenvlei 22/11/2015 45 1 40 1 2 8 Dragonfly nymphs clear high All caught deep
Lakenvlei 08/11/2015 35 0 25 0 1 8 Lake dragons. Red eyed 

damsels

clear high There are loads of bass in the upper sector of the lake . I caught 20 bass in 10 min ! Most of the 

rainbows caught were all youngsters. Other than that the fishing was slow.
Lakenvlei 24/10/2015 42 1300 40 1200 1 5 Black Wooly Bugger clear medium
Lakenvlei 26/09/2015 40 0 35 0 2 3 Woolly Bugger and Mrs 

Simpson.

clear high Three fish netted - all released. One fish lost. Weather fine with a moderate breeze in the 

afternoon. All fish taken deep down on a slow retrieve.
Lakenvlei 25/09/2015 0 0 0 0 4 0 Tried mainly gold heads in a 

multitude of colours on a 

sinking line to no avail.

crystal high Unfortunately nothing caught but still a good day.

Lakenvlei 29/08/2015 30 400 30 350 2 4 Black woolly bugger; olive 

woolly bugger; green hare's 

ear

clear high One of the fish caught was a bass!!

Lakenvlei 23/08/2015 45 600 30 500 2 14 Every thing crystal high
Lakenvlei 22/08/2015 40 1000 35 800 1 12 Olive grhe clear medium
Lakenvlei 08/08/2015 42 0 35 0 2 20 Papa Roach on sinking line 15-

20 counts down. Fast stripped!

crystal high Lots of fish caught kicking back on tube early morning then it went quiet. Changed tactics to cast 

and let sink 20 counts and strip fly extremely fast...a fish almost every cast after that! Morning - 

orange colour fly Midday - olive papa or dragon
Lakenvlei 25/07/2015 40 0 30 0 6 8 Black with orange bead Green 

red eye damsel

crystal high new loo is a welcome addition

Lakenvlei 18/07/2015 48 700 40 500 2 41 Orange Booby, Olive Woolly 

Worm

murky high

Lakenvlei 25/06/2015 55 0 40 0 5 25 Black or orange wooly buggers 

Orange blobs

reasonable low

Lakenvlei 24/06/2015 45 1200 40 900 5 32 Black woolly bugger, orange 

blob, woolly worm, 

millennium bug,

clear medium The fishing is fantastic although I would suggest some maintenance and upkeep to the hut. And the 

signboard (Bo Swaarmoed) off the R43 has been removed.

Lakenvlei 19/06/2015 45 0 35 0 5 0 Olive nymph, goldilocks, 

orange boobies

clear medium New PortaLoo required but keep it in the same position and spot

Lakenvlei 25/04/2015 35 500 35 500 1 1 olive wooly bugger clear medium Fishing from the bank, caught late afternoon
Lakenvlei 08/03/2015 30 20 1 5 Black woolly bugger, black and 

red fritz

reasonable medium Fished from 08:00 to 14:30. Thus missed the morning and evening rise...

Lakenvlei 23/12/2014 0 0 45 1500 3 50 orange fritz black wooley 

buggers

clear high fish holding deep. water temp. at the surface was pretty high. fished caught on a DI7 line.
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